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Happy June to you. Did the month of June sneak up on you as it did to me? I think perhaps
because I am still wearing fleece plus I know I heard my heat go on last night. Crazy stuff with
the thunder storms one hour and then bright sunlight which dries up most everything, except
the puddles, the next few hours.
The thunder was a bit loud and rolling, and lucky for this household, only a few lifted their heads
to acknowledge the noise, but one of our fosters decided it was rooing time when the fire truck
sirens came by, which then had a chain reaction inciting the other greyhounds to actually get up;
as if drawn to the call of a leader. Rooing is not the sound of a bag of doggie treats opening up, it
is more of a sound for unity, because just one greyhound rooing is not loud enough.
For those of our adoptee families which have a single greyhound, usually the picnic is a time
where you learn if your greyhound can rooo or perhaps hear several greyhounds rooing, and
the reason I mention the picnic is because GRoNY has CANCELLED this year’s picnic. The
directors and volunteers were preparing for the small gathering however the mixture of park
regulations in the amount of insurance needed; and the price of the necessary blanket policy is
sadly unaffordable for GRoNY to justify spending.
Should there be events which may be of interest to you and enable your greyhound to attend,
GRoNY will pass on the information.
Mosquitos and ticks are looking to fest on you and the greyhounds so remember to give a heart
worm preventive and check your greyhound and yourself for ticks. I learned that a sticky lint
roller has another function; use to go over a greyhound’s fur is a quick way to stop unwanted
hitch hikers from coming inside the house after a walk.
That’s all for this newsletter.
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